
 

Remote management helps BAUER 
improve customer care and service 
management
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Machines can talk

Benefits
• Access to real-time data
  about compressors

• Alarms when something 
  is wrong

• Fewer service trips

• Optimized gas
  consumption

Solution:
Remote Management 
 
Customer: Bauer Compressors
Country:  USA

Bauer Compressors is a leading manufacturer of compressor systems that 
offer commercial and industrial solutions for oxygen, natural gas (CNG), 
and some noble gases.   
 
Bauer recently launched a new product line that includes remote 
monitoring capability – a feature that is new to the compressor 
market.  In selecting the remote monitoring vendor, Bauer wanted 
an easy-to-implement solution for the site installations, and a solution  
that provides easy central management of all the monitored sites.  
Bauer chose the Netbiter Solution, consisting of GSM-enabled remote 
devices and the Netbiter Online Management Portal.  This industrial 
grade remote management solution enables access to mobile and 
stationary installations for applications such as monitoring, control, alarm 
management, data logging, reporting, location tracking and service 
call. 

Having a turnover (not consolidated) of over 140 million Euro worldwide, 
the BAUER KOMPRESSOREN Group has become a global player in the 
high pressure sector. A world market share of over 70% for breathing 
air applications underpins BAUER’s technological leadership. Extensive 
investment in research and development guarantee Bauer compressors 
provide the purest air possible both pre and post-treatment. As an 
example, in the compressor block, all of the cylinder sliding surfaces are 
machined in such a way that they require very little lubrication. 

We wanted to implement remote 
monitoring on our compressors in order 
to reduce downtime and optimize gas 
consumption.
Tommy Michaelides, 
Bauer Compressors Inc.
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This technology greatly reduces the possibility of oil entering or mixing with the air. Technologically advanced filters 
and electronic moisture monitoring system also guarantee breathing air quality compressed air. The reliability of the 
Bauer Compressors product range is of a high order. 

“We wanted to implement remote monitoring on our compressors in order to reduce downtime and optimize gas 
consumption”, explains Tommy Michaelides, Bauer Compressors Inc., the US subsidiary. 

At present, BAUER has implemented Netbiter on some of their breathing air and CNG units. It enables data logging for 
pressure or allowance, and it minimizes the technical services travels. It is primarily made for remote monitoring, but 
control is also possible: for instance PLC parameters can be changed. The BAUER product range includes standard 
breathing air compressor systems for H2S applications, firefighting (SCBA), commercial and leisure Scuba diving , 
complemented by compressors for industrial and Gas (CNG -Compressed Natural Gas). “This added-value option is 
very new in our industry. Return on investment for our customers should be very short. Firstly, it simplifies maintenance 
operations. Second, it also enables quicker intervention when a problem occurs. Thus, downtimes are reduced and gas 
consumption can also be optimized. That’s very valuable as gas is expensive”.Netbiter can be connected locally to 
several compressors. In that case, the solution is even more cost-effective.
 
Remote management over the Internet
Netbiter has a built-in powerful web server which provides with a web-based access from a remote location. Moreover, 
a central online web portal is provided to enable easy and transparent global network management through a single 
interface. It makes remote installations over Internet and GPRS true plug’n’play without complex work-around’s like 
special SIM-cards or VPN. It enables easy and fast deployment, no client software and no network configuration.  
Netbiter units connect to the online server to submit critical equipment data, such as logged parameter data and 
alarms. The integrated alarm and status handler automatically notifies remote supervisors by email, SMS, SNMP and 
Modbus TCP if pre-defined limits are exceeded. Then, thanks to any standard web browser, authorized operators can 
view and manage this information easily and securely access devices anywhere in the world at anytime. “With this web 
interface, operators can analyze the problem thanks to a PC and a smart phone. Some are using an iPhone, and it is 
really appreciated by our customers”, explains Tommy Michaelides. “This is a very modular solution we can duplicate 
easily on any other plant, whatever the compressor or the PLC. New development is minimized and our objective is to 
offer this option more on our different ranges of products”.

Implementation was easy: Netbiter is connected to the PLC which controls the compressor via a RS485 output. Key data 
is then transmitted and displayed on the web-based application. Bauer Compressors studied the offers form several 
vendors but the choice was made for HMS: “it was less expensive and it appeared to be more proven. Most of all, as it is 
a long term project for BAUER it appears to us to be the most promising offer: the web system is attractive and it is open 
to all PLCs and any kind of fieldbus” concludes Tommy Michaelides.

“This is a very modular solution we can 
duplicate easily on any other plant, 
whatever the compressor or the PLC.” 
Tommy Michaelides


